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In a world, not so far from here, everything is made of pretty little
colourful cubes. That world is called Happy Cube Country.
In Happy Cube Country, all the houses are made of cubes. In a cube house, you
can sit on cube chairs. The trees in the garden grow in the shape of green cubes.
The roads are made of the softest yellow cubes. If you fall, you never feel pain
since the cubes are super soft and flexible. In Happy Cube Country, you can
do a lot of special things! When you climb a cube tree, you can see the whole
countryside. You see the cube mountain and the blue cube river. Everywhere you
look, you see nice colourful cubes.
Everybody can visit Happy Cube Country. To get there, you have to be a good
puzzler. There are colourful pieces of cubes everywhere. You can just pick up
the pieces you like and put them together. Once the pieces match together,
something magical happens: the cubes become real! What a fantastic feeling!
If you want to sail, you can build a cube boat. If you want to climb, you can build
a cube tower. If you want to sit, you can build a cube chair. If you want to sleep,
you can build a cube bed. Anything you can imagine, you can build in Happy Cube
Country.
But one day, it suddenly got very dark in Happy Cube Country. It wasn’t even night
yet! It got so dark, that everything became black. You couldn’t see any colourful
cube anymore! The wind blew very strong. Boom! What was that? Bam! What was
that? Shiny dots fell out of the sky. It was a cube storm! One cube after the other
fell from the sky. You couldn’t see anything; only hear the noise of cubes falling.
Boom! A Cube! Bam! Another one! When all the cubes fell out of the cube storm,
it got quiet. Slowly it became light again in Happy Cube Country. But oh no! The
cube storm dropped cubes everywhere! Happy Cube Country was a complete
mess. Everywhere you looked, you could see puzzle pieces… in the cube trees, on
the cube roads, in the cube houses. Even on the cube chairs inside the houses! A
big cube fell on top of cube mountain and the cube river was filled with colorful
puzzle pieces. When the people heard what happened in Happy Cube Country,
everybody was sad. Such a pretty country, completely messed up. If only there
were good puzzlers to rebuild Happy Cube Country! To make everything just as
nice as before, and even better, we need children to puzzle all the houses, trees,
roads and animals back together. If we all help rebuild Happy Cube Country, more
people can visit and everybody will be happy!

Will you help rebuild Happy Cube Country?
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